MSc in Project Management

Reading list 2017-18

PM5001 – Introduction to Project Management

PM5002 – Operations and Quality Management

PM5003 – Information Technology Project Management
Schwalbe, K., Information Technology Project Management, 7e, Cengage Learning, 2012

PM5004 – International Strategic and Technology Management
Philip A Roussel, K.N. Saad and T.J. Erickson, Third Generation R&D: Managing the Link to Corporate Strategy, A.D. Little, Harvard Business School Press
Chris Floyd, Managing Technology for Corporate Success, Gower, 1997
Utterback, J. M.: Mastering the dynamics of innovation


**PM5005 – Advanced Applied Project Management and Planning**


**PM5006 – Advanced Project Funding, Finance and Risk Management**


**PM5007 – Corporate Governance, Ethics and Sustainability**

Paul Griseri and Nina Seppala, *BUSINESS ETHICS AND CORPORATE SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY,* First Edition, (2010), South Western, [www.cengage.co.uk/griseri](http://www.cengage.co.uk/griseri)


PM5008 – International Management of Mega-projects


PM5009 – Managing and Financing Projects in the TV and Film Industries

Essential Books

Irving and Rea, Producing and Directing the Short Film and Video 4th Edition.


Eberts, Jake and Illot, Terry (1990), My Indecision is Final: The Rise and Fall of Goldcrest Films.

Finney, Angus (2010) The International Film Business


Vachon, Christine (1998) Shooting to Kill, New York: Spike (791.43043023 VAC)


Stanislavski, S. An Actor Prepares

PM5010 – Business Research Methods

PM5011 – Accounting and Finance